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In this issue, Rankin, Cochrane, and Puffer report on the practice patterns of family physicians with Certificates of Added Qualifications (CAQs) in Sports Medicine. Of the 87,610 board-certified family physicians in the United States, 2.4% currently hold a sports medicine CAQ (James Puffer, MD, Executive Director, ABFM, personal communication). As mentioned in their article, despite the 23 years that the CAQ has been offered, there is little information on the relative amount of time that the family physicians who are certified in sports medicine spend in the practice of family medicine.

Using the response to a single question posed to those applying to sit for the CAQ recertification examination between 2005 and 2013, Rankin et al report that for the 1875 physicians who applied during this time, the majority spent more than 50% of their time practicing sports medicine. These findings are similar to those reported by Peterson et al using a similar methodology for family physicians with a CAQ in Geriatrics. In addition, Rankin et al report a significant trend toward an increase in the relative amount of time spent practicing sports medicine over this survey period.

Membership data from the American Medical Society for Sports Medicine (AMSSM) is generally consistent with the findings of Rankin et al. The AMSSM, with over 2700 members, is the largest organization of sports medicine physicians in the United States. Family physicians make up 73% of the membership. More than 90% hold a CAQ in sports medicine or are eligible to receive a CAQ. The 2014–2015 membership survey found that 64% of members (including those other than family physicians) spend at least 50% of their time practicing sports medicine; 20% reported practicing exclusively sports medicine.

Additional information comes from the 2015 AMSSM membership practice survey. Of the 594 respondents, 70% were family physicians. Approximately 7% reported practicing only in an orthopedic clinic, with another 14% practicing entirely in a combination of an orthopedic clinic and a sports medicine clinic.

Thus, the findings of 2 AMSSM reports, using somewhat different questions, are consistent in that approximately 20% of sports medicine physicians do not practice their primary specialty. While supporting the findings of Rankin et al, it is clear the respondents of these surveys are largely the same family physician population, that is, these were essentially 3 surveys of the same physicians.

One likely reason for the findings reported in these surveys is the substantial need for physicians trained in sports medicine. It is well established that orthopedic conditions are among the most frequent reasons for referral in family medicine offices. Furthermore, the rate of orthopedic referral is increasing significantly. Yet only a very small
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percentage of these cases ultimately require surgery.7 Thus, given this growing demand, it is noteworthy that approximately 80% of family physicians with a sports medicine CAQ continue to practice some amount of family medicine.

Another issue driving the findings of Rankin et al1 may be compensation. Although compensation data based on the relative percentage of time spent practicing family medicine versus sports medicine is not directly available, the practice of musculoskeletal medicine lends itself to greater opportunities to bill for new patients, consultations, and procedures, which may increase compensation.

Other factors that are not measured in the available data could also play a role. For example, do younger family medicine physicians with a sports medicine CAQ spend a greater proportion of their time practicing family medicine, and “specialize” more as their practice matures? Or are younger sports medicine physicians more attracted to exclusively musculoskeletal practices, perhaps because of better compensation packages? Do practice patterns vary by region of the country? How is time devoted to serving as a team physician assessed and interpreted? Since this is typically time spent outside of the office in an athletic training facility and/or providing on-site event coverage, the current data may actually underestimate the “sports medicine” time component.

The available data indicate that approximately 20% of family physicians with a sports medicine CAQ do not practice any family medicine. However, it is important to recognize that the practice of “sports medicine” is not necessarily the same as “musculoskeletal medicine.” The practice of sports medicine encompasses the diagnosis and treatment of a multitude of nonmusculoskeletal conditions such as infectious diseases, psychiatric issues, sports-related concussions, and cardiac conditions—all of which are encountered in a family medicine practice. This is especially true when functioning in the role of a team physician. In many such circumstances, the team physician serves as the primary care physician for a population of athletes, providing care for both musculoskeletal problems as well the gamut of primary care concerns. Thus, in this role, these family physicians may view themselves as “family physicians practicing sports medicine” rather than simply “sports medicine physicians.”

Future surveys need to address the limitations of the existing data. For now, it is important to appreciate that family physicians already receive significantly more required residency training in musculoskeletal conditions, and sports medicine specifically, than other primary care specialties. Those who choose to pursue fellowship training in sports medicine, and ultimately a CAQ, further expand on their family medicine training and gain a high level of proficiency in the broad skills needed to serve as sports medicine physicians. It would seem that the specialty is providing a much needed level of secondary care for which the demand is increasing. The fact that family physicians are well prepared to meet this demand benefits patients and reflects well on the specialty.
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